Insects groom their antennae to enhance olfactory acuity
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Grooming, a common behavior in animals, serves the important function of removing foreign materials from body surfaces. When antennal grooming was prevented in the American cockroach, Periplaneta americana, field emission gun scanning electron microscopy images revealed that an unstructured substance accumulated on nongroomed antennae, covering sensillar pores, but not on groomed antennae of the same individuals. Gas chromatography analysis of antennal extracts showed that over a 24-h period nongroomed antennae accumulated three to four times more cuticular hydrocarbons than groomed antennae. Moreover, nongroomed antennae accumulated stearic acid and from air (geranyl acetate) than groomed antennae. We hypothesized that the accumulation of excess native cuticular hydrocarbons on the antennae would impair olfactory reception. Electroantennogram experiments and single-sensillum recordings supported this hypothesis: antennae that were prevented from being groomed were significantly less responsive than groomed antennae to the sex pheromone component periplanone-B, as well as to the general odorants geranyl acetate and hexanol. We therefore conclude that antennal grooming removes excess native cuticular lipids as well as extrinsic chemicals from olfactory sensilla and foreign chemicals that physically and/or chemically interfere with olfaction, and thus maintains the olfactory acuity of the antennae. Similar experimental manipulations of the German cockroach (Blatella germanica), carpenter ant (Camponotus pennsylvanicus), and the housefly (Musca domestica), which use different modes of antennal grooming, support the hypothesis that antennal grooming serves a similar function in a wide range of insect taxa.

Insects, like most animals, groom themselves regularly (1), but the diverse functions of self-grooming have been scarcely investigated. Major proposed functions of grooming are to remove debris (2, 3), parasitoids (4), and pathogens (5). It has also been shown that grooming can be evoked by irritant chemicals (6, 7), but grooming-facilitated removal of environmental chemicals has not been demonstrated. Mutual grooming (allogrooming), likewise, can remove pathogens, especially from nestmates in social insects (8, 9). Self-grooming also serves to redistribute antimicrobial substances over the body surface (10), and a similar function has been suggested for redistribution of cuticular lipids (2).

Paradoxically, however, insects meticulously self-groom, especially their sensory appendages (e.g., antennae), even in clean environments free of pathogens and dust. Although it is intuitively evident that sensory organs should be regularly groomed to keep them responsive to the environment, and the mechanics of these behaviors have been comprehensively described in various insect species (2, 11–17), the composition of the materials removed by regular grooming has not been analyzed and the adaptive outcomes of this behavior have not been investigated.

We observed that antennae of the American cockroach, Periplaneta americana (Linnaeus) (Blattodea, Blattidae), that were immobilized for electrophysiological studies, accumulated a shiny substance on their surface (18). We hypothesized that grooming might serve to remove these excess native secretions and compared groomed and nongroomed antennae of male P. americana cockroaches using field emission gun scanning electron microscopy (FEG SEM). We also investigated the chemical nature of the accumulated material and the relationship between antennal grooming and the amount of this material on the antennae of four species representing three insect orders with different means of antennal grooming. In the American cockroach, and the German cockroach, Blattella germanica (L.) (Blattodea, Blattellidae), a foreleg serves the contralateral antenna to the mouth, which cleans the antenna from base to tip (15, 16). In the carpenter ant, Camponotus pennsylvanicus (De Geer) (Hymenoptera, Formicidae), a specialized structure on the foreleg—the basitarsal brush—grooms the ipsilateral antenna, and then the basitarsal brush is orally groomed (17). The house fly, Musca domestica (L.) (Diptera, Muscidae), does not use its mouth for antennal grooming, but instead sweeps the forelegs, and rarely the middle legs, over the head and cleans head appendages (19). By preventing antennal grooming we now demonstrate that large amounts of cuticular hydrocarbons (CHCs) accumulate on nongroomed antennae of all four species. We further tested whether grooming also removes environmental contaminants from the antennae, and using electroantennogram (EAG) and single-sensillum recordings (SSRs) we assessed whether grooming enhances the olfactory acuity of the antennae of P. americana. Our results support the notion that self-grooming physically removes excess native cuticular lipids as well as extrinsic chemicals from olfactory sensilla and thus maintains the insect’s olfactory acuity to all odorants.

Results

Grooming Cleans Olfactory Sensilla on the Antenna. The FEG SEM technique allows imaging at high resolution with minimal sputter coating, while at the same time, minimizing the electrical charging caused by the nonconductive cuticular lipids, the outermost layer of the cuticle. FEG SEM revealed significant accumulation of unstructured material on antennae that were prevented from being groomed for 24 h (Fig. 1A), but not on the contralateral groomed antennae of male P. americana (Fig. 1B). This material is readily removed with a 2-min hexane extraction of the antenna (Fig. 1C). The olfactory units of the insect antenna are various sensilla with numerous cuticular pores that guide odorants to the olfactory receptor neurons. To assess whether the accumulated material affected the olfactory pores, we focused on the single-walled sensilla type B, known to detect the major female-produced sex pheromone component periplanone-B (20); these sensilla (Fig. 1 D–F) were also easily distinguishable morphologically from other olfactory sensilla. The accumulated material completely covered the sensillar bases and pores on all of the sWB sensilla we observed on nongroomed antennae (Fig. 1G). On the other hand, a grooved material coating was visible on groomed antennae (Fig. 1 B and E), and the sensillar pores were clearly discernible on sWB sensilla (Fig. 1H). Hexane removed this material (Fig. 1 C and F), and the
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sensillar pores were clearly visible, as in the groomed antennae (Fig. 1A). Other types of olfactory sensilla were similarly affected by grooming, as shown for single-walled type A (swA) olfactory sensilla (Fig. 1J–L).

**Grooming Removes Excess Antennal Cuticular Hydrocarbons.** To identify and quantify the material on nongroomed and groomed antennae, we used two independent approaches to prevent antennal grooming in *P. americana* males. In the first approach, grooming of one antenna was prevented by a rigid ring glued to the head, whereas the other antenna of the same male could be groomed and served as control (Movie S1). We confirmed that antennal grooming was indeed prevented by stimulating both antennae with an irritant compound, formic acid; all grooming attempts of the restrained antennae were unsuccessful in four cockroaches, whereas the control antennae of the same individuals were immediately groomed. The second approach was to glue the mouthparts, thus preventing both antennae from being groomed.

Because the FEG SEM results implicated hexane-soluble material, we suspected that CHCs might be involved. Indeed, gas chromatography (GC) of antenna extracts confirmed that significantly more CHCs accumulated on restrained and nongroomed *P. americana* antennae than on groomed antennae (Fig. 2B and C); however, the GC profiles of groomed and nongroomed antennae were the same (Fig. 2A). Within 24 h, the restrained antennae accumulated 3.8 times more CHCs than the control antennae of the same individuals (Student’s paired *t* test, *t* = 8.309, *P* = 0.0004) (Fig. 2B). Glue-treated antennae of control cockroaches that were also exposed to CO2 and ice anesthesia contained the same amount of CHCs as the untreated antennae (*P* = 0.696) (Fig. 2B), confirming that the accumulation of CHCs on the restrained antennae was due solely to lack of grooming. Similarly, the antennae of cockroaches with glued mouthparts accumulated 3.5 times more CHCs in 24 h than the antennae of untreated cockroaches (Student’s unpaired *t* test, *t* = 18.423, *P* < 0.0001) (Fig. 2C).

Antennal grooming is highly efficient at removing accumulated CHCs. We prevented antennal grooming in male *P. americana* for 24 h and then stimulated a single act of antennal grooming. This single passage of the antenna through the mouth removed 35% of the CHCs from the antenna (Fig. S1). Nevertheless, the antenna still contained three times as much CHCs as the normal groomed antennae of the control cockroaches; seven times more CHCs were accumulated on restrained and nongroomed antennae of cockroaches with glued mouthparts than on groomed antennae of the control cockroaches; seven times more.

**Antennal Grooming Removes Environmental Chemicals.** We hypothesized that antennal grooming might also serve to remove foreign chemicals acquired from the environment. Cockroaches were exposed to stearic acid, a relatively nonvolatile chemical that was applied on the inner surface of experimental jars, and to the headspace of the volatile chemical geranyl acetate. Both compounds accumulated in significantly greater amounts on nongroomed antennae of cockroaches with glued mouthparts than on groomed antennae of the control cockroaches; seven times more...
stearic acid (Student’s unpaired t test, t = 6.893, P < 0.0001) and six times more geranyl acetate (t = 4.964, P = 0.0016) were found on nongroomed than on groomed antennae (Fig. 4 A and B). As in earlier experiments, native CHCs also accumulated significantly more on nongroomed than on groomed antennae (Fig. S2).

Antennal Grooming Enhances the Sensitivity of the Peripheral Olfactory System. Because the FEG SEM images revealed that sensillar pores are only exposed on groomed antennae but not on nongroomed antennae, we investigated the responsiveness of the olfactory system of groomed and nongroomed antennae of male P. americana. First, we conducted EAG dose–response studies to determine whether excess CHCs could impair olfactory sensitivity at the whole antenna level. Groomed antennae were significantly more responsive to the sex pheromone than the nongroomed antennae of the same individuals; the median effective concentration (EC50) was 2.6 ng (95% fiducial limits 2.24, 3.10) and 15.9 ng (13.53, 18.64), respectively, and responses of the two antennae from the same individuals were significantly different at both 1 and 10 ng periplanone-B (Student’s paired t test, P < 0.05) (Fig. 5A). In contrast, EAG responses of the glue-treated and untreated antennae of control cockroaches (both antennae groomed) broadly overlapped, showing no significant differences in sensitivity to the pheromone [P > 0.05; EC50 1.4 ng (1.20, 1.65) and 2.0 ng (1.70, 2.43), respectively] (Fig. 5B). Similarly, control groomed antennae were significantly more responsive to 10 and 100 µg of geranyl acetate than the nongroomed antennae of the same individuals (Student’s paired t test, P < 0.05) (Fig. 5C), whereas there was no significant difference in the EAG responses of the control glue-treated and untreated antennae at any geranyl acetate dose (Fig. 5D). We obtained similar results with hexanol: EAG responses of groomed antennae were almost twice the amplitude of nongroomed antennae (Student’s unpaired t test, t = 5.897, P < 0.0001) (Fig. 5E).

We next investigated the effect of CHC accumulation on the responsiveness of olfactory receptor neurons in individual sensilla: hexanol-sensitive swA sensilla (Fig. 1 J and K) on nongroomed and groomed antennae of male P. americana were tested. Cockroaches were restrained individually in small boxes for 24 h so they could not groom their antennae. Some cockroaches in this treatment were released into clean jars and allowed to groom their antennae three times before being prepared for electrophysiological recordings. Olfactory sensilla on groomed antennae were significantly more responsive to hexanol (Student’s unpaired t test, t = 2.689, P = 0.0263), generating nearly five times more spikes than sensilla on nongroomed antennae (Fig. 5F).

Discussion

We have shown that antennal grooming serves to mitigate the efflux of cuticular lipids to the epicuticular surface of the antenna. Disruption of this behavior results in the accumulation of large amounts of native CHCs not only on the antennal surface but also
grooming mitigates the large efflux of CHCs, which interferes with olfaction. Because nongroomed *P. americana* antennae were less responsive than groomed antennae to both classes of odorants, sex pheromone and general odorants, we conclude that disruption of grooming interferes with general olfaction. Moreover, our observations with four phylogenetically diverse species indicate that this hitherto unknown role for grooming is common to a wide diversity of insects, encompassing species that groom their antennae directly with the mouth (e.g., cockroaches), with the forelegs (e.g., flies), or with specialized structures on the forelegs and subsequently the mouth (e.g., ants).

Cuticular hydrocarbons are often the predominant compounds on the epicuticular surface of insects. They prevent water loss from the cuticular surface (23) and likely serve the same function on the antennal surface, which has an extraordinarily large area punctuated with numerous sensilla, membranes, and cuticular pores. CHCs also function as barriers to pathogen penetration, and in many insects they serve as species-, sex-, and nestmate-recognition signals, which are commonly deposited onto the antennal surface, the anterior-most appendage of most insects (24). It is not clear, however, whether native CHCs also have specific functions in sensory reception on the antennal surface. It has been postulated that antennal CHCs might serve as an “olfactory lens,” possibly guiding odorants to the sensillar pores (25), but empirical support for this notion is lacking. Our results suggest that the fine coordination of antennal grooming mitigates the large efflux of CHCs, preventing the sensillar pores from being completely buried under the CHC layer.

It is unknown what mechanisms regulate the transfer of CHCs to the epicuticular surface. Our observations in four insect species that large amounts of CHCs quickly accumulate on antennae that were not groomed interferes with olfaction. Because nongroomed *P. americana* antennae were less responsive than groomed antennae to both classes of odorants, sex pheromone and general odorants, we conclude that disruption of grooming interferes with general olfaction. Moreover, our observations with four phylogenetically diverse species indicate that this hitherto unknown role for grooming is common to a wide diversity of insects, encompassing species that groom their antennae directly with the mouth (e.g., cockroaches), with the forelegs (e.g., flies), or with specialized structures on the forelegs and subsequently the mouth (e.g., ants).

Cuticular hydrocarbons are often the predominant compounds on the epicuticular surface of insects. They prevent water loss from the cuticular surface (23) and likely serve the same function on the antennal surface, which has an extraordinarily large area punctuated with numerous sensilla, membranes, and cuticular pores. CHCs also function as barriers to pathogen penetration, and in many insects they serve as species-, sex-, and nestmate-recognition signals, which are commonly deposited onto the antennal surface, the anterior-most appendage of most insects (24). It is not clear, however, whether native CHCs also have specific functions in sensory reception on the antennal surface. It has been postulated that antennal CHCs might serve as an “olfactory lens,” possibly guiding odorants to the sensillar pores (25), but empirical support for this notion is lacking. Our results suggest that the fine coordination of antennal grooming mitigates the large efflux of CHCs, preventing the sensillar pores from being completely buried under the CHC layer.

It is unknown what mechanisms regulate the transfer of CHCs to the epicuticular surface. Our observations in four insect species that large amounts of CHCs quickly accumulate on antennae that were not groomed interferes with olfaction. Because nongroomed *P. americana* antennae were less responsive than groomed antennae to both classes of odorants, sex pheromone and general odorants, we conclude that disruption of grooming interferes with general olfaction. Moreover, our observations with four phylogenetically diverse species indicate that this hitherto unknown role for grooming is common to a wide diversity of insects, encompassing species that groom their antennae directly with the mouth (e.g., cockroaches), with the forelegs (e.g., flies), or with specialized structures on the forelegs and subsequently the mouth (e.g., ants).

Cuticular hydrocarbons are often the predominant compounds on the epicuticular surface of insects. They prevent water loss from the cuticular surface (23) and likely serve the same function on the antennal surface, which has an extraordinarily large area punctuated with numerous sensilla, membranes, and cuticular pores. CHCs also function as barriers to pathogen penetration, and in many insects they serve as species-, sex-, and nestmate-recognition signals, which are commonly deposited onto the antennal surface, the anterior-most appendage of most insects (24). It is not clear, however, whether native CHCs also have specific functions in sensory reception on the antennal surface. It has been postulated that antennal CHCs might serve as an “olfactory lens,” possibly guiding odorants to the sensillar pores (25), but empirical support for this notion is lacking. Our results suggest that the fine coordination of antennal grooming mitigates the large efflux of CHCs, preventing the sensillar pores from being completely buried under the CHC layer.

It is unknown what mechanisms regulate the transfer of CHCs to the epicuticular surface. Our observations in four insect species that large amounts of CHCs quickly accumulate on antennae that were not groomed interferes with olfaction. Because nongroomed *P. americana* antennae were less responsive than groomed antennae to both classes of odorants, sex pheromone and general odorants, we conclude that disruption of grooming interferes with general olfaction. Moreover, our observations with four phylogenetically diverse species indicate that this hitherto unknown role for grooming is common to a wide diversity of insects, encompassing species that groom their antennae directly with the mouth (e.g., cockroaches), with the forelegs (e.g., flies), or with specialized structures on the forelegs and subsequently the mouth (e.g., ants).

Cuticular hydrocarbons are often the predominant compounds on the epicuticular surface of insects. They prevent water loss from the cuticular surface (23) and likely serve the same function on the antennal surface, which has an extraordinarily large area punctuated with numerous sensilla, membranes, and cuticular pores. CHCs also function as barriers to pathogen penetration, and in many insects they serve as species-, sex-, and nestmate-recognition signals, which are commonly deposited onto the antennal surface, the anterior-most appendage of most insects (24). It is not clear, however, whether native CHCs also have specific functions in sensory reception on the antennal surface. It has been postulated that antennal CHCs might serve as an “olfactory lens,” possibly guiding odorants to the sensillar pores (25), but empirical support for this notion is lacking. Our results suggest that the fine coordination of antennal grooming mitigates the large efflux of CHCs, preventing the sensillar pores from being completely buried under the CHC layer.
Antennal grooming enhances the sensitivity of the olfactory system. Electroantennogram (EAG) dose–response results of male *P. americana* antennae stimulated with periplanone-B (*n* = 8) (A and B) and geranyl acetate (*n* = 6) (C and D). In the experimental group one antenna of each cockroach was prevented from being groomed (A and C). In the control group both antennae were allowed to be groomed, with one antenna being sham glue treated (B and D). Results of EAG recordings (E) and single sensillum recordings (SSRs) with hexanol-sensitive swA sensilla (F) on groomed (*n* = 12 EAG, 9 SSR) and nongroomed antennae (*n* = 11 EAG, 10 SSR) of male *P. americana*. The absolute EAG responses are presented in A–D, whereas in E and F the responses to the mineral oil control (vehicle) were subtracted from the respective sensillum responses to hexanol. Mean ± SEM are shown. Differences in the responses of pairs of antennae from the same individuals (A–D) are indicated for each dose (Student’s paired *t* test), and differences in the responses between treatment groups (E and F) are also indicated (Student’s unpaired *t* test): *P* < 0.05, **P** < 0.01, ***P*** < 0.001.

**Prevention of Antennal Grooming.** Insects were anesthetized with CO₂ and held on ice during the preparation procedure. Grooming of the antennae was prevented in *P. americana* in three ways: (i) the mouthparts were glued using cyanoacrylate gel, (ii) movement of one antenna was prevented by gluing a small ring cut from a pipette tip to its base and the head, or (iii) cockroaches were restrained in a box that prevented antennal grooming. In the second treatment, a similar ring was pulled over the other antenna and removed immediately to control for effects of the manipulation. In a control group of cockroaches the base of one antenna was treated with glue to account for potential detrimental effects of the glue while the other antenna remained untreated. Unilateral treatments were alternated between the right and left antennae. Another control group of cockroaches was handled as the treated insects, but the antennae were not manipulated. All experimental *P. americana* were placed individually into glass jars (20 cm high × 14 cm long). The forelegs or middle legs of *C. pennsylvania* major workers were severed and individual ants were maintained for 40 h in 4–mL Teflon-capped glass vials. Similarly, the forelegs of *M. domestica* were severed and individual flies were maintained for 24 h in 4–mL Teflon-capped glass vials.

**Effects of a Single Grooming Event on Antennal CHCs.** A *P. americana* male was placed in a 20–mL plastic tube for 24 h with only its head protruding through a parafilm cover, thus preventing the insect from grooming its head. To stimulate a single antennal grooming event, the forelegs were exposed, and the distal part of one antenna of each cockroach was momentarily touched with the tip of a Pasteur pipette that had been briefly dipped in formic acid. Immediately after a single antennal grooming event the insect was anesthetized with CO₂ and the groomsed and nongroomed antennae were extracted separately.

**Exposure to Environmental Chemicals.** To investigate the accumulation on the antennae of a chemical acquired through antennal contact, mouthparts-glued and control male *P. americana* were kept individually in stearyl acid-coated jars with uncoated plastic lids for 24 h. We used steary acid because it is common in the environment as a component of fats, oils, soaps, cosmetics, and even candles; moreover, it is solid at room temperature and would therefore be acquired primarily through direct antennal contact. Canning jars (Mason jars, 473 mL) were surface coated with steary acid solution in pentane to achieve a 10 μg/cm² surface concentration of steary acid. To examine the accumulation of airborne chemicals on the antennae, mouthparts-glued and control male *P. americana* were kept individually in similar jars containing 10 μL of geranyl acetate (9.1 μg), a common component of essential oils used in creams, soaps, and foods. Geranyl acetate was placed in a small aluminum tray enclosed in a plastic Petri dish with a screen lid, which
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prevented the cockroaches from directly contacting the chemical. The jars were covered with aluminum foil.

**Extraction of CHCs and Chemical Analysis.** *P. americana* antennae were individually extracted for 2 min in 1 mL of hexane while still attached to the head. After evaporation of the solvent, the residue was redissolved in 100 μL of hexane containing 10 μg each of n-tetracosane and n-tetracontane as internal standards. In the experiments with stearic acid and geranyl acetate, both antennae were extracted for 2 min in 1 mL of hexane containing 10 μg of n-tetracosane and n-tetracontane, as well as n-hexadecane, n-tetracosane, and n-tetracontane, respectively, as internal standards. Samples were evaporated further to near dryness and dissolved in 2 μL of octane. For *B. germanica*, *C. pennsylvanica*, and *M. domestica* both antennae from each individual were detached and extracted in 100 μL of hexane and 50 μL hexane (ant and fly) containing 100 ng of n-hexacosane, 50 ng of n-dotriacontane, or 50 ng n-docosane, respectively, as internal standards. The antennal extracts were evaporated and redissolved in 2 μL octane.

Samples were analyzed on a DB-5 capillary column (20 m length × 0.18 μm internal diameter × 0.18 μm film thickness) in a 7890A Agilent gas chromatograph equipped with a flame ionization detector (GC-FID) and a 7683B Agilent autosampler controlled with Chemstation (Agilent Technologies). Quantification of CHCs was based on peak area relative to that of the respective internal standard. For the quantification of steaacid and geranyl acetate calibration curves were established using n-tetracosane and n-hexadecane, respectively, as internal standards.

**FEG SEM.** *P. americana* males were prepared by restraining one antenna with a plastic ring as described above. After 24 h, a single grooming event was stimulated in the free-moving antenna with formic acid and the cockroaches were immediately anesthetized. The antennae were detached at the base and blotted. Cut sections of each antenna were affixed in parallel with double-sided conductive carbon tape attached to an aluminum sample mount (Electron Microscopy Sciences). Samples were lightly coated with gold palladium to about 3 nm (Hummer II, Technics). FEG SEM images were obtained in high vacuum (QUANTA 3D FEG; FEI Company).

**EAG and SSR.** Responses of male *P. americana* with plastic ring-restrained antennae (nongroomed) and glued-treated (groomed) control antennae were tested with different amounts of periplanone-B and geranyl acetate. Cockroaches were anesthetized 24 h after treatment with CO2 and a 2.5-cm section of the antenna was attached to the electrodes (0.5 mm gold wire; Sigma-Aldrich) with Spectra-360 electrode gel (Parker Labs). The electrodes connected to a preamplifier (Syntech) interfaced with a computer-operated amplifier system (IDAC4; Syntech); data acquisition and analysis were done with EAGPro software (Syntech). Dilution series of the compounds were prepared in hexane, 10 μL of test solution was applied onto a 5 × 30 mm piece of filter paper (No. 1; Whatman), the solvent was allowed to evaporate for ~10 s and the filter strip was placed into a boro-silicate Pasteur pipette. Humidified medical air provided a flow rate of 700 mL-min⁻¹ through a stainless steel sample delivery tube onto the antennal preparation. To achieve a 3-mL stimulus puff, 600 mL-min⁻¹ was redirected for 0.3 s through a three-way solenoid valve (Grass S44; Grass Technologies) into the pipette cartridge placed at the side-entrance hole of the sample delivery tube. Compounds were tested in a series starting with the lowest to the highest amount, with three replicate puffs for each dose. Each series started and ended with a control puff of hexane-loaded filter paper and a puff with 10 ng periplanone-B on the filter strip. The time interval between stimulations was 20–25 s. For EAG studies with hexanol, 4 μL of 1% hexanol dissolved in mineral oil (vol/vol, ~33 μg of hexanol) was loaded onto an 8-mm diameter filter paper disk, which was placed into a dispenser (26, 27). Four microliters of mineral oil was used as a blank stimulus. Stimulations lasted 1 s at 300-s intervals.

SSR recordings were performed using intact cockroaches, as described in refs. 27, 28. The same dose of hexanol and stimulus regimen was used as in the EAG test described above. For each sensillum, the number of spikes was counted for a 2-s period including 50 ms before and 950 ms after the 1 s of stimulus. Each sensillum to mineral oil was subtracted from its responses to hexanol.
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Fig. S1. Male Periplaneta americana remove a third of their antennal cuticular hydrocarbons (CHCs) with a single grooming event. Amounts of antennal CHCs (mean ± SEM) are presented (n = 9), and significant differences are indicated between the groomed and nongroomed antennae of the same individuals (Student’s paired t test).
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Fig. S2. Native cuticular hydrocarbons (CHCs) accumulate significantly more on nongroomed antennae exposed to stearic acid (A) or geranyl acetate (B) (Student’s unpaired t tests, $t = 6.655$ and 4.920, respectively). The CHCs of the mouthparts-glued ($n = 8$) and control ($n = 7$) cockroaches used in Fig. 4 were analyzed by GC. Mean ± SEM are shown. Lower accumulation of CHCs in the geranyl acetate treatment than in the stearic acid treatment could be due to (i) an adverse effect of geranyl acetate on CHC production or transport or (ii) more wiping and rubbing the antennae on the glass surface in the presence of geranyl acetate in the air within the jar. Control cockroaches were kept in solvent-coated aerated empty canning jars (C) ($n = 7–8$) or in canning jars that contained an empty Petri dish with screen lid (D) ($n = 7$). Significant differences between groomed and nongroomed antennae are indicated (Student’s unpaired t tests, $t = 5.848$ and 6.996, respectively).
Movie S1. Grooming of one antenna was prevented in this *Periplaneta americana* male by gluing a small ring cut from a pipette tip to the base of the right antenna and the head. The left antenna is readily groomed, while the right antenna cannot be groomed. Unilateral treatments were alternated between the right and left antenna.

Movie S1